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SUMUBY

Methods are given for making the necessary oorrec–
tlons to the strains indicated by multiple-strand .
reEii8tanoe-type wire strain gages used Oingly or aO ro-
settes to measure strains at an aggle to the principal
strain. The results of tests to determine the validity
of the methods of correction are reported.

A rosette arrangement having eeveral advantages over
the arrangements now-commonly in–use

INTRODUCTION

The resistance-type wire strain

Is described:

~a~eO are marticu-
Iarly adaptable for UE; in strain ros;t;es beoa;se of
compactness and facility of reading. When used as ro-
settes, thre~ of th~ gages are generally arranged at
angles of 45 or 60 to each other or, less frequently,
a fourth gage Is added to the 45° arrangement. In any
arrangement, only one gage in the rosette measures the
strain at the gage length In question and the other gages
are mounted above or to the side of that gage.

A itraln-rosette computing machine, desoribed in ref-
erence 1, has been developed for calculating principal
strains from the individual strain-gage readings of a
thre-gage 60° roeette or a four-gage 45° rosette. This
maohine oannot be conveniently used with a thrae-gage 45°
roeette. A reset e arrangement that combines the features
of th~ 45° 2

and 60 rosettes and Is particularly adapted
for use with thie machine Is herein described.

It has been’ recognised that rbsettes made up of
reeistanoe-t~pe wire strain gages so wound that some of
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the resistance wire is at an angle to the axis of the gage
are affected .by the component of strain acting at that
angle. Strains having an angular component different from
the angular component present in the calibration of the
gage will accordingly cause errors in strain indication
that are a funotion of the geometry of the grid of the re-
sif3tance wire. A method by Baldwin Southwark for correct-
ing these =rrors, by making a correction to each gage
reading, for the commercial SR-4 type R-1 rosette is given
in appendix .A.

Because the magnitude and direotlon of the prircipal
strains are usually of greatez interest than individual
gage readings, a correction to be directly applied to the
indicated principal strains Is generally more convenient
than corrections to each strain indication. In the use of
a rosette computing machine, some time might also be saved
by reeking corrections to the principal strains rather than
to the original gage readings. Hethods, adaptable to” any
wire strain gage, for making these corrections are described
in this report, together with the results of tests of SI1-4
rosettes to determine the accuracy of the corrections.

T–DIZLTA ROSETTE

The strain rosette arra~gements now in common use,
the three- and four-gage 45° star rosettos and the three—
gage 60° delta rosettes, have advantages and disadvcatages
peculiar to each arrangement. A rosette made up of gages
at 60° formtng a delta, with a fourth gage in the center of
the delta perpendicular to one of the three other gages,
designated T-delta appears to offer a maximum of the ad-
vantages of the usual arrangements. These advantages are:

1. The two perpendicular arms may he mounted in the
expected directions of the principal strains, which mini- .
iuizes the errors introduced by incorrect angular alinement
of the gages.

2. The gage at the center may he mounted on the point
at which It is desired to measure the strain and along the
expected direotion of principal strain, and the othor three
gages will fall approximately as far from that point as tho
three Gages In the usual delta.

3. The principal strains m“ay be conputed fro-n the ro- “
eette even if one of the gages fails during the test.
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. 4. A cheek on the accuracy af measurement is provided
.. by- the” fcnmth-gage~.. . . . .-- . “ ..- F ,...—---.

\ COERE&l!ION OIf STRAINS IITDIOATMD BY SIN@t\

MULTIJ?LE-STRAHD GA(3E

The strain indicat~ons from a multiple-strand resist-
ance-type wire gage.at an angle 0 to the direction of a
simple tensile or compressive stress (when one of the
principal stresses is zero) may be corrected for the ef-
feot of the width of the gage as follows:

1. The gage factor Go for the gage mounted in the
direction of a simple tensile or compressive stress is de-
termined by

In which

R resistance of gage

AR change in resistance

00 strain along stress direction

2. A correction factor Q is calculated from the
equation

(1)

Q=l 1 {1
F 2(1 + ~) Cos 2e

1}
w

-(l+ kb): 1-(1- :I.b)+ (1 + ~) Cos 2e
(2)

in which

w Poissonls ratio for material used

L total length of resistance wire in gage

v width of grid of resistance wire

“.

I
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The derivation of equation (2) Is given in appendix B.

3. The strain at the angle 0 mar now be calculated ‘
aa

AR

Fe~.—
G% (3) .

in which ‘e = GoQ -

Values of Ge for an S2-4 type A-1 gage for which

GO = 2.09, L = 6.01 Inches, and W = 0.16 inch are plotted

in figure 1.

C.3IICULM!1ON OF TRUE PHINCIPAL STUINS FROM

INi)IVIDU.u GAGE READINGS

As shown %y Iiill in reference 2 and Sibert in refer–
ence 5, the true principal strains may be calculated from
the true strains measured on three or uore intersecting
ga&e lines from the fornulas I

ex = K(Y + 1) (4)

ey = K(Y - 1) (5)

In whioh ex and ey are the true principal strains. The
constants K and Y are determined from the arrangement
of ths rosette and. strain readinfls. %or a rosetto composed
of three gages nountod on gage lines intersecting at angles
of 45°

—.— ----

/ (
a

)( )

=

~45 = 0.7’07
J “e145 - e-

*45
+

’245
- 03

45 (6)

el +e
45y45 = ——. 345

2X45
(7)

in which
’145 ‘ e2

45 ‘
and e3

45
are the true strzins

along the gage lines. Throughout this report true strains
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will -be .dOaignat ed e,.-with appropr iat e subscripts.
Strains Indicated by wire gages will be designated e~.
I’or a rosette oompomed of gageg mounted at anglea of 60°

“ %tio.474~-e260y +~16fie360J +~26fle36J” (8)

el + e2
60

+ e360
y60 = 60

“3K60
(9)

For a romette composed of a delta plus a fourth gage
at the center, that 1s, for a T-delta rosotte,

A 8
)(

n
K60q = 0.577 el

60T
- e260T +3 e260T – e

)
460q (lo)

or

l— -—-—— ——.—.

K~T=O.bOg
A

18+ fe
‘160T-e26CTj i l@?-e%T>’+3[(e2@T ‘e&&jT)”+ ~e3Gw-e&GoT~ ]lOa)

01
6OT + ‘460T

y~OT =
2K6 OT

(11)

In whfch e4 is the center gage, perpendicular to el.

The true princi~al etrains may be calculated from the
strains indicated by multiple-strand resistance-type wire
gages by use of these same formulas if the following method
Is ueed:

1. The true strain-sensitivity factor S for the
resistance wire In the gage is used for obtaining strain
readinge. The true strain-sensitivity factor is equal to
the gage factor for a single–strand wire gage and may he
determined experimentally or calculated.as

s = GoQ45 - (12)
.

In which Q45 Is given by equation (2) for e = 45°.
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2. The constants Kt and YI are calculated from
equations .(6) to (11) by substituting el for e throu@-
Out .

S. These constants are corrected as

‘r= “ (*)
‘r= “ (+9

Then

‘x = Kr(Yr + 1)

‘Y
= Xr(Yr - 1)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

CAL CULAT ION 01’ TRUE PRINCIPAL STRAINS FROH

IN31ICATED PRINCIPAL ST2AII?S

The principal strains exl and ey’ , calculated

directly from the strain indications of the nultlple-
strand wire rosettes as by a rosette computing maohine,
may also be corrected as follows:

1. The true strain–sensitivity factor S is used
for calculating all gage readings .

2. The pri.nclpal strains are directly calculated
fron these readings .

3. A constant Cl is determined as

el~ + e31

C45’ = for 8 45° rooette
2

(17)

‘+e ‘ + e-’
C601 = ‘1 0 for a 60° rosette (18)

3

‘1
I+el

c~OT1 = ‘1 for a T–delta rosotte
2

(19)
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or :
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e=l + e=!
CI = for any ro6ette (20)

.2
4
-%

1 In whioh exf and ey’ are the indloated principal

etralna.

4, This constant C! is deducted from the major
principal strain exl calculated from the strain indi-
cations .

5. The remainder is multiplied ly the factor

(==), which gives Kr. !CLen

‘x
= cl + Jfr (21)

‘Y
Scl_Kr (22)

“EXTENSION OF HILL!S SEMIGRAPH1OAL METHOD TO ANALYSIS

OF MULTIPLE–STRAND WIRE ROSETTES

Hill;s semigraphical method may be readily extended
for use with multiple-strand gages. Many of the follow- “
Ing Ateps are taken directly from reference 2.

1. The true strain-serisltlvity factor for the wire
in the gage is determined. The true factor may be experi~
mentally determined or calculated by multiplying the ga~e
factor for the gage as normally calibrated by the value of
Q from equation (1) for 6 = 45°. .

2. A master curve of the functi6n f = cos 29 is
constructed on transparent paper or cloth, in whi.oh f is
plotted against 6 for the region -45°<6<1350. This
master curve may be used each time that the method is ap-
plied to a set of strain data.

3. The unit strains ell , e2’ , e3t indicated on the

three gages when the true strain ”sensitlvity is used, ar e
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divided by an adjustment factor Kt to be determined from
the appropriate equation (6), (8), or (10), as

1( . ~~s+ 3 e260Ti - e4 s (10)
‘60T1

= 0.577 Cll
60T’ - ‘260T ) ( 60T’) ‘\”

~
4. The adjusted strain readings are plotted as ordi– -

nates to tho same scale as used for
(-

f–values on the master
curvo. The &values, that is, angles bot~ieen gage linesg
are the .~.bsciss.as. The choice of origin for this graph
Is immaterial; the relative poeitions of the three gage
lines are important.

5. An auxiliary horizontal line representing the
avera<;e 02 the adjusted otrain values for gage lines 1 aad
3 i~’drawn. The ordinate Y’ for this line may be found
from equation (7), (9), or (11), as

(11) “

6. A uew adjustment factor Xr is Leternined from
tho equation

(13)

7. A seco~d auxiliary horizontal line is drawn, for
which the ordinate yc from the origin of the plotted

strains is given by

(23)

8. The na~ter curve is placed over the graph, with
its horizontal axis coinciding with the first auxiliary
line of tho graph, and In such a position that the plotted
points fall on the master curve.

9. The abscissas of the maximum and the minimum points
“ of the ma~ter curve, referred to the origin of the graph,
indf~ate the directions of t~e principal str”alns and the
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ordinates , referred to the second auxiliary line, indloate-.
the ma~fi”itude of ‘th6ir”-adjtisted values. In order--to-“ob-
tala the true magnitude of the prindipal strains , these
values must be multiplied by the adjustment fao~or Kr.

10. The prinoipal stresses may be found from the
principhl strains by the formulas

(24)”

(25)

in which E = Youngts modulus.

11. The directions of the principal stresses may be
found from the graph or may be calculated from

J
el

60/
- e4

/cos Ze 60T’

\ ) 60T = ZK60TI
(26)

12. The maximum shear stress Tmnx, actin G at 45° to
the principal stresses, may be found from

‘m ax - aminT max = 2 (27)

CHECK OF ACCURACY 03’ 00IUUICTIOHS

Because the stresses at the oenter of a polygonal
dural block of 16 sides loaded In compression between par–
allel pairs of its 16 sides are combined, such a specimen
was used to oompare the strains measured by Tuckerman op-
tioal strain gages and by SR-4 type E-1 wire .istralnro-
settes. A photograph of the polygonal specimen is given
as figure 2. This specimen had the further advantage th t

8the principal strains could be inclined at:~gles of 22* ,
45°, 67~0, and 90°” to”the axis of any gage in the rosette.
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The properties of the epecimen were first surveyed .
by mounting Tuckerman gages on the front ahd the rear of”
the block at the center of the block and parallel to the
line “drawn betwe-en the midpoints of two opposite sidee.
The specimen was loaded in a hydraulic testing machine
accurate to one-half of 1 percent , at angles of 0°, 22~0,
45°, 67&0, and 90° to the axis of the Tuckerlnan gages and , ~
the strains measured at each angle for load increments of ~W
100,000 pounds. The gages were then rotated 45° and the m

survey repeated; surveys were made at each 45° rotation
of t-he gages.

The properties of the specimen were found to be
sufficiently uniform. An average of the survey could -
therefore be used to determine the strains at any angle
at the center of the block for a load increment of 100,000
pounds . The maximum variation from the average properties
as indicated by the Tuckerman gages was 0.91 percent, or
a strain of 0.000009 inch per inch.

The Tuckerman gages wero replaced by SR-4 rosettes
and the surveys repeated. The results are given in table
1 for the average true strains, for the average electrical
readings uncorrected., corrocted by the Baldwin Southwark
method, and corrocted by the methods of tho prosont report.

Lcngloy Iiemorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
Uatlonal Advisory Connittoc for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va.
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BALDWIN SOUTHVAEK METHOD OY 00MPUTIIT(3 STRAIIVS

YROII TYPE E–1 EOS19TTE ““

The following sketch and method ‘of computing strains
from An SR-4 type R-1 rosette was o%tainod from direc-
tions accompany ing. the gages, which were manufactured by
B~ldwln Southwark Division of The Baldwin Locomotive Works.

.“

3

1

The numbers 1, 2, aad Z intiicate the gage axes. The
true strains along the gage axes are designated

‘1’ ‘2’

‘3 “ The strains indicated by instrument are designated

’11’ ‘2” and ‘3’”
Then, according to Baldwin Southwark

‘1
= e 1 _-Le 1

1 45 3

= 1.02e2f - *(elf + e31)
‘2

1

‘3
=el

3 -melt
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The symbols elt , e2E , a~d e3t have here been used in-

stead of RI, E2, and k3, given In the original directions,

to conforn with the other symbols in the present report.

ANALYSIS 03’ STRAIN IG’DICATIONS GIVEN BY

MULTIPIIrIiSTRJiHD WIRE GAGES

!l!hetrue strain e. at an angle e to the direc–
tioa of principal strain is given by the equation from
reference 1

ee =
~~ 1al(ex+ e:r)+(e=-ey) coa 2el (A-1) .

L -,
.

in T7hick ex and ey are the principal strai~s.

If the gage is attached at an angle a to the prin-
cipal strain, the length of wire in the gage minus the
width of the wire grid is subjected to the strain ee and

the width of the gage is subjected to the strain at the
nn~l ~ (e + 900). The strain indicated by tho gage is
then expressed as follows:

‘e
c
{ (* C(o#er)+(e~eJcos 291 ~, ~

C!}
‘w’+ 1 r(e~ey)+(~ey)cos 2(9+900)] $

x=
(A+)

in which

c constant

AR
T

change in resistance of gage divided by gage resistance

e= and
% principal strains

L and W previously defined “
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The strain Indioated by the gage as normally call–
.-. ‘ %rated; that. fvr; wit-h-”the axis of. the gage para~lel--to “-

the direction of simple tension or compression is ther-
fore

ARc

z-=c{ .(.) (}+-[(efwx)+(ex+vex)] ~“+ * [(ex-w=)-(e=+v~l ~J ~

or
,

% = c[e’(w - ‘8X (91
(A–3 )

~or a simple tensile or compressive etrain of unity
(ex= 1, e== -w), the result Q of dividing the strain

indicated by the gage iaounted at an angle 9 to the
direction of exi and ~o subjected to a strain ee ~ by

the strain indication that would be calculated at that
angle fz”on substituting ee in equation (A-3) Is

Q= RO
imj-

0

%.

or Q = [(b~)+(l+~)COS 2~ (L-W) + [(1-IJ)+(l+w)cos 2(8+90°)~ (W)

(LJi:ww) [ (1-p)+(l@ 00s 2e 1

Q= 1 Cl1[ 2(l+@cos 2e
or lJw-i1-(1++- _(l.+b)+(l+’Jcos2e .:

(AF4)

t

In order to show that Hill~s eemlgraphical analysie
may be applied to the readings given by multiple-etrand
wire gagee to give the true prinoipal strains, it ie neoes-
sary to show that the variation in. indicated strain with
change of angle is a function of the form
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A+ Bco820

If equation (A-2) Is rewritten

me

~
=( A+ Ecos21))~+(A-Bcos 2e)~ (A-5) “r

-z- 1
G

ox + ey L

in which A=
Q

~

and
ox — q

B=
2

cos 2(0 + 90°) =
“Os 2ecv)’

Then

ae
—=A+B (L - 2W)c.. ze

c L
(A-6)

Equation (A-6) is in the required form and Kllll E
senigraphicnl method may be used if the propor corrections
aro applied to the adjustfient factor Z and to the ordi-
nate of the ~axillnry horizontal line. The constant K
is given in reference 2 by

w
d. = 0.707 J’(el – 92)2 + (92 - e3)2

in which 91, 927 and 03 are the true strains measured

on gage lines intersecting nt angles of 45°.

In order to talc-c.late the new adjustment factor Kr,

it is necessary only to find the relation between the
principal strain as indicated by multiple-strand gages and
the true principal strains. The principal strai~s indi-
cated by the multiple-strand gage, when the true strain—
se~sitivity factor is used, are

gll + 93’
9X’ = —+Jfl

. 2
( i-?)

‘1
l+g!

gyf = 3 - ~f
2

(A-%)
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K451 f= 0.707- (i32i’ -- e“21)a” + (e2t _ eql )a - -’ -“”-

U in whtch\ 911 , 921 , and e3t are the strains indionted by

the wire gages.

Equation (A-2) also gives 9=1 and e= 1 when

0 = ~o and 9 = 90°, respectively, ae follows:.

and

( A-9)

(A-1O)

Oomblnln~ equations (A-7) and (A-9) and equations (A–8)
and (A—1O) and solving for ex ana ey giveB

91 f+el

%=23 _Kl(L:2J

The expression for K, as given by Hill, may

x= J0.707 (~ -e4# -t (e~5 - 07)=

in which ~45 is the true strain at an anglo

principal strains. From equation (A–2)

(A–n)

(A–12)

be written

(A-13)

or 45 0 to

045 = *(ex+ ey) (Y) (w)
+#(ex+ ey) ~, (A-14)

Combining equations (A-n), (A-12), and (A-14) gives
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and -

()El L
L-2W

+ ~...l&)]&!i + :) *,,,

el I + e31

’45 = (A-16) ~
2 I

~rom the expressions for ex, e45, and ey ~ an e=

press ion for Kr may be written

.——

Kr = 0.707 /(ex– e~5)a + (e45 – ey)a (A-13)

Ifr = K!

and for the new ordinate

(G)L

- 2W

Yr

or

.

1+01
‘1 3 el f+el

:+~r+fi 3—- - I:r“
Y= =

G 6

2Kr

(A-18)

(A-19)

(A-21)
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GA(ES AID WITH SR-4 TWE R-1

TUCI(3REANOPTICJZ S!!!HAIll

ROSXTTZ!S 1

[All strainsgiven in nicroin.per in.]

T True
———....-..--—...—--.—-—

Electrical strain indications 1 Electrical
strain i Uncorrected ICorroctodby nethod:Cor:ectedas indi-

iagle
:deg)

(av. of
Tuckmman
readings)

J=ga

-751

-496

-194

121

562

534

2?L!E2-

-979

-919

-751

-’500

-203

log

345

515

-

from truo
value

2

3

0

-4

-9

-13

-17

-19

-a- \

of apj)dix A
ketding ~Differonc~

from true
value

+2 i -11
i
i -g

-930

-75g , -7
I

-502 -6

-lgg -4

119 -2

362 0

535 ~

594 ; 1

VidlLal‘ e reading~——

r
Z&ding Di~f=

from true
value

-979 ~ 2

-gig i4
I

-749 i 2

-494 I 2

-193 1

.124 3

362 I o

534 10

I
Fja3 ! o—

strelns
Correctedby Hillts

semigra hical analysiI

bti.~

I from true
value

-g-p3

-919

-749

-494

-192

122

362

534

593

3

3

2

2

2

1

0

0

0
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‘1
1

t

: 0-

1,,

i

‘2.09 — ~ ‘-. —.

3

‘--+–l ,’

— -— -—- 1

1

---=-”-h-

!
I I

2.07
I

I I

1.93

1.85

0

B’igue 1.-

100
Angl~between g& and dlrec%on of stre~, ~, deg “

Variation In gage factor vrithangle between SR-4 type ~1 we
and direction of stress.Ge =2.09\ L=5.01 inches~ W=O.16 Inch.
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I?ACA Fig. 2

Fi@re 2. Polygonal specimen for testing rosettes.
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